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Double Basses
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Program Notes – Portraits of Immortal Love

My inspiration is that of the desperate hope of the world 100 years ago when Mothers, Fathers, Daughters, Sons, Wives, Husbands, Girlfriends, Boyfriends & Lovers waited for news of their special person and the love stories that have endured. I want to show the great power and aching beauty percussion can bring to our emotional state.

Many lovers were separated by the Great-War, when the only means of communication was the written word.

The concerto begins with a unison D in the strings and distant church bells calling. The first theme “Love’s first awakening” is stated with the bells still interwoven.

The oboe states a melodic theme in “Love’s first loss” with the dawning realization that the drums of war are beating and the time is drawing close to when the battleships march to war.

Not all find the prospect of war daunting and dance “A Lumbering Treble Jig celebrating the onset of hostilities”. The tubular bells join in with the woodwinds & strings; pealing single notes & flourishes until the virtuosic full melody is heard with the brass in bold counterpoint.

The melody is then passed around in the woodwinds & solo strings fading away to a sense of uncertainty. The tubular bells lead the orchestra into an reprise of “Love’s first loss” and the bells echo the church scene. Scurrying strings lead to a parody of the melody taken up by solo winds until the soloist plays a cadenza with “The bells foretelling doom”.

The mood changes to a dark place with “The terrible machine of war” with the snare drum providing distant machine gun fire and the soloist exploring the depths of the bass drum with distant cannon fire. The low brass plays disturbing fortissimo descending chords and, in turn, are mocked by muted trumpets. A fractured fugue is passed around the orchestra and many search for dominance whilst the bass drum relentlessly drives forward.

The fugue steps abruptly and the bass drum crescendos dramatically around the orchestra and many search for dominance whilst the bass drum relentlessly drives forward. The fugue is then passed around the woodwinds & solo strings fading away to a sense of uncertainty.

The woodwinds take up the theme and the crotales sing of death. A mark tree brings in a new section where the bell notes and phrases in the woodwinds & strings imitate a small French church organ. The soloist performs various bell-like percussion in accompaniment. The woodwinds play a haunting melody, which leads into the vibraphone feature “The winter comes and you are not here”. The inspiration for this melody comes from the composer’s poem:

Slowly with wonder so softly
Your light brings beauty in the Heavens
In the twilight and the dawning, I sit here
Waiting for my love, to come in, from the cold

I see visions of our future life.
I see beauty in a love like ours
And the snow falls silently, wordlessly
Softly creating a tapestry of beauty
To match our love

Crystals forming each one different
Pure love’s like this
Swirling, twirling, gently turning
I fall with you
Safe in your arms

Slowly with wonder, so softly
Your light brings beauty in the Heavens
In the night time
The shadow time
I sit here,
Waiting for my love,
To come in, from the cold

I see visions of our future life.
I see beauty in a love like ours
In the wonder of the night the snow falls softly

In the Heavens

Crystals forming each one different
Pure love’s like this
Swirling, twirling, gently turning
I fall with you
Safe in your arms

The inspiration for this melody comes from the composer’s poem:

“The winter comes and you are not here” is performed by the Cor Anglais with the Oboe taking over. Our lovers reunite.

The wind moves to an off stage position and strange sounds emanate from the orchestra. Gongs, scrapes, squeaks, distant calls and snatches of falling melodies paint a bleak landscape of a pointless war having stalled in the mud.

The vibraphone fades away and we find ourselves in a different kind of cold, one with a fear on the edges

“Winter at the front, your letter arrives” - Time is very elastic during this section and the creation of a desolate cold atmosphere is paramount. The brass move to an off stage position and strange sounds emanate from the orchestra. Gongs, scrapes, squeaks, distant calls and

snatches of falling melodies paint a bleak landscape of a pointless war having stalled in the mud.

“The birds take up the cry of despair” and then cease with the winter choral. A different birdcall sounds, one with more hope that spring is coming. The waterphone dies away and beauty returns.

The brass plays in the distance whilst “Bells remembered” is performed on a set of wind chimes – “Encore Chimes of Earth”. The strings take up the song of the chimes and propel us urgently into the marimba cadenza, followed by “Springtime and the lassus return to the woods”.

The marimba plays the fresh joy of spring accompanied by a simple melody on the violins. The opening theme is quoted on orchestral bells and the marimba launches a full dash “running through the woods”. The trumpet playing of warlike calls follows a short cadenza. The solo snare drum and orchestral snare drum join in a devastating battle.

“The march of the headless chickens” verses with instruments scurrying this way and that way to keep out of the way of the machine gun snare. Bells return with a brief heavenly interlude based on the words “Christ Divine” and we continue the march. Visions of heaven reappear with the last glimpse of vibraphone.

“Love’s reawakening” is performed by the Cor Anglais with the Oboe taking over. Our lovers reunite.

The tubular bells act like church bells in the village, and fade into the distance with ghostly echoes.

Dedicated with much love to Suzanne Kompass

Sean Ó’Boyle
June 14, 2014
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Time is very elastic during this section
the creation of a desolate cold atmosphere
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